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 by Andrew Kuchling   

Old Court Bed & Breakfast 

"B&B in College Hill"

This is a well-appointed Colonial-style bed and breakfast located in the old

Providence courthouse on Mansion Row. Antique furniture, shimmering

chandeliers and 19th-century touches make this a very opulent place. Its

location is magnificent, where Benefit Street appears as if it was still 1765.

The Rhode Island School of Design buildings, including the museum are

very close by, and Brown University is just up the hill. The inn is close to

good restaurants and across the street is a majestic view of the State

House.

 +1 401 751 2002  www.oldcourt.com/  reserve@oldcourt.com  144 Benefit Street,

Providence RI

 by Jef Nickerson   

Graduate Providence 

"Grand Dame of Providence"

Graduate Providence rightly bills itself as the Grande Dame of Providence

hotels. Built in 1922, this elegant building stands tall in the heart of

downtown Providence, right in front of the Fleet Skating Rink and a short

distance from Waterplace Park. Once you enter its large lobby, complete

with crystal chandeliers, plush period style furnishings and glass elevator,

you will feel as if you stepped into the era of the 'Roaring Twenties. The

rooms have a modern decor, yet there are still remnants of the building's

archaic grandeur in each space. Each room comes equipped with a

refrigerator, iHome entertainment system and complimentary Wi-Fi. The

property is now on the list of the Historic Hotels of America.

 +1 401 421 0700  www.providencebiltmore.

com/

 info@providencebiltmore.c

om

 11 Dorrance Street,

Providence RI

Hotel Providence 

"Monarchical Luxury"

Architecturally, Hotel Providence is head and shoulders above its peers.

With beautiful crown molding throughout and furniture courtesy of Tilden-

Thurber, the combination provides a palatial feel to the place. Its located

in the heart of downtown Providence and its recommended for both the

business and leisure traveler. A plethora of museums and performance

centers are just a stone's throw away from the hotel and the 4-diamond

restaurant L'Epicureo is located inside for a nice meal after the day's

excursions.

 +1 401 861 8000  www.hotelprovidence.com

/

 jmcdonald@thehotelprovid

ence.com

 311 Westminster Street,

Providence RI
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 by Booking.com 

Renaissance Providence

Downtown Hotel 

"A Life of Luxury"

The Renaissance Providence Downtown is definitely one of Rhode Island's

most stately and elegant places to stay. The Freemasons began

construction on the massive edifice during the Roaring Twenties, but with

the advent of the Great Depression, work came to a halt in 1929. It was

abandoned for years until the city began to repair its sister building in the

1980s (the adjoining Veteran's Memorial Auditorium) and in 2004

revitalization began on the 'Temple.' The hotel renovation maintained the

original facade built in Greek-Revival style so its architecture is still very

apparent upon its facade. Inside however, the interior is entirely new and

all of the well-appointed rooms contain the amenities in which the

Renaissance brand is known to provide its guests, such as luxurious

bedding and toiletries, video games and even a wet-bar. Most of the

rooms also have great views of the Capitol Building and its location is

ultra-convenient for venturing out on foot to explore downtown.

 +1 401 919 5000  www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/pvd

br-renaissance-providence-hotel/

 5 Avenue of the Arts, Providence RI
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